
THE ENGINE TO
MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE WORKSHOP

Improved scheduling brings many benefits. No more lost time, less chaos in the 

workshop, more flexibility and more satisfied customers. As a result, more working 

hours and car parts are sold, which means an increase in turnover. What are you 

waiting for?
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PLAN-IT 
WORKSHOP WEB

Plan-IT Workshop Web is thé digital scheduling system that is 
indispensable in your workshop. All appointments are displayed in 
one clear overview on the board. Plan-IT Workshop Web can be set up 
completely according to your own wishes.

DMS INTEGRATION
In our over 25 years of experience in workshop 

scheduling in the Netherlands, Belgium and 

Germany, with approximately 1500 customers and 

more than 30 integrations in DMS systems, we 

have discovered that integration works best when 

the DMS is leading. Always.

This means that the DMS does the intake, creates 

a workorder and passes this information on to a 

scheduling tool (Plan-IT Workshop Web).

This scheduling tool uses the information to find 

availability. Once the appointment has been 

booked, the scheduling tool returns all relevant 

data to the DMS. The process flow works best 

this way because there is only one source of 

information: the DMS. The manner and extent 

of integration with a DMS depends on the DMS 

supplier.

API
By means of our API you can use your own design 

that exactly matches your corporate identity.

DIGITAL SCHEDULING
Plan-IT Workshop Web is the digital scheduling 

system that is essential in your workshop. All your 

workshop appointments are displayed on one clear 

screen that helps you keep an overview in your 

workshop.

You can easily adjust appointments, move 

appointments, change the appointed technician 

and you can view every status at a glance. You are 

flexible in managing your appointments.



PLAN-IT 
WORKSHOP WEB

The DMS does the intake, creates a work order and passes this 
information on to Plan-IT Workshop Web.

WORKORDER OVERVIEW
With each workshop appointment, there are 

multiple options to add to the display of the 

appointment. This means that you can see in one 

overview what kind of work needs to be done, 

whether a replacement vehicle is needed and 

whether the customer will wait for the car. And 

more ….

SAAS
Because Plan-IT Workshop Web is completely 

SAAS based, you only need a screen and a 

browser.

ADJUSTABLE TO YOUR OWN 
WISHES
You can adjust Plan-IT Workshop Web to your own 

wishes and make the process more efficient. 

EXTRA POSSIBILITIES
It is possible to easily adjust, move and change 

appointments. In addition, you can see each status 

at a glance. With Plan-IT Workshop Web you are 

flexible in managing your appointments.

INTEGRATES WITH THE MOST 
COMMON DMS
Plan-IT Workshop Web integrates with almost 

every Dealer Management System (DMS), to make 

the work process more efficient.

FINDS AVAILABILITY
The information is passed on from the DMS 

to Plan-IT Workshop Web. In this way Plan-IT 

Workshop Web can find the availability.



PLAN-IT 
WORKSHOP WEB

ADJUSTABLE
You can adjust Plan-IT 

Workshop Web to your own 

wishes and make the process 

more efficient.

MULTILINGUAL
Plan-IT Workshop Web has a 

standard availability in three 

languages; Dutch, German and 

English. Any other language is 

available on request.

ONE SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION
Plan-IT Workshop Web returns 

all relevant data to the DMS. The 

process flow works best this way 

because there is only one source 

of information: the DMS.

 √ Appointment confirmation by e-mail

 √ Easy connection with DMS’s through API’s

 √ Many extra possibilities through our 

collaborations

 √ DMS is always leading

 √ Plan-IT Workshop Web finds availability

 √ Integration works both ways

 √ Required information is visually displayed in 

the overview

 √ Adaptable to your own needs and wishes
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